Concepta collects data from monitored
ICT systems and presents the wellness
status of your entire ICT infrastructure in
one easy to understand visual interface

www.nvtgroup.co.uk

Don’t guess the health of your infrastructure... know
Concepta provides an instantaneous, customised, contextual view of the health of your
entire ICT infrastructure, enabling you to manage its performance proactively

The answer is either Red, Amber or Green
Concepta combines contextual health data analysis
with real-time visual reporting.
In the back-end, Concepta aggregates health
information from monitored ICT systems and locations.
At the front-end, Concepta presents the status of
each system or location, using a Red, Amber or Green
coloured alert, all contained within a visual interface
which is customised to match your environment.
With Concepta, knowing your infrastructure’s
wellness status is easy as R.A.G.

RED means
service is IMPACTED

Context is everything

The three key measurables

We believe that effective wellness monitoring is
achieved by fully understanding context.

Concepta reports on three key measurables which
can negatively affect your operations. These are:
Security, Capacity and Performance.

That’s why Concepta considers the relationships
between identity (who), device (what), location
(where), time (when) and activity/behaviour (why) in
any given circumstance.
Concepta can integrate additional information such
as production schedules, traffic information, shift
rotas and more into the display, to enhance decision
making and to help prioritise actions.
With Concepta, it’s all about correlation and
contextual condition-based alerting, meaning that
alerts are more meaningful and support can be
deployed in the most effective way.

AMBER means
service is AT RISK

The instant that Concepta detects a problem in any
of these areas, it alerts you to the exact specifics of the
issue in its exact location.
Concepta delivers real time, contextual and highly
visual data and analytics, which allows you to make
better support decisions, more quickly, more
often. This helps you to improve the service you
provide, reduce risk and save money.
Concepta is created by and is available to you
exclusively from NVT Group.

GREEN means
service is HEALTHY

We configure the front-end display your way
Our team will create a bespoke Concepta solution for your organisation. Not only will it include all of the monitored
systems and locations across your business, the front-end visual interface will also match your corporate branding and
other company aesthetics. All of this will ensure that your Concepta solution is not only effective, but also feels completely
intuitive and user-friendly.

How Concepta reports the wellness of your ICT infrastructure

Concepta can be deployed in a single office environment. However, in the hypothetical example above, Concepta is in
use within a company which has ten offices located throughout the United Kingdom and the Concepta visual interface is
displayed on a large display screen in the company’s ICT headquarters.
Whenever an issue is detected, the relevant office icon immediately changes colour from Green (meaning “Service is
Healthy”) to either Amber (meaning “Service is At Risk”) or Red (meaning “Service is Impacted”), depending on the nature
and severity of the issue. Concepta also offers ICT support teams further insight if they click on each icon, presenting the
specific nature of the problem and its exact location on the network, saving time to reach a diagnosis and making sure that
issues are corrected swiftly.

Concepta helps makes sense of complex ICT environments
Concepta has already been deployed in some of
the most technologically complex and challenging
environments in the world, including four
exceptional sporting events, i.e. the Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth Games, the 2014 Ryder Cup, the
Baku 2015 European Games and the Glasgow 2018
European Championships.
Concepta is now a crucial element of our Technology
Services Integration offering for the events market, but
we can apply the same principles to any business, no
matter the complexity of its ICT environment.

This image shows the actual Concepta visual display as it might have been seen in the Technology Operations
Centre at the Glasgow 2018 European Championships. In this image, green icons are considered healthy
venues, while amber icons warrant investigation. Red icons may indicate that technology has been switched off
at the venue, after competition has ceased.

Concepta at the Baku 2015 European Games
On the right is how the visual display looked at the 2015
1st European Games in Baku, Azerbaijan.
The left screen shows “Currently Open Priority 1& 2 Service
Tickets” per venue.
The centre screen was configured to represent “roll up”
health status for all elements comprising a key service
(e.g. servers, applications, communication links and
cloud components) using the Red-Amber-Green warning
system. This is how the Concepta display may look in a
single office environment where key systems, rather than
locations, may be presented at the top level.
The right screen shows relative venue health, using venue
icons overlaid on the map of Baku. In a single view, TOC
staff can readily assess and respond to status changes in
real time.
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